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Abstract:
This paper explores the representation of PNG in the Australian broadcast media. It presents 
the findings of a formal study carried out in March 2008, monitoring the news broadcasts of 
the leading Australian television and radio outlets. The study also included the news stories 
published on ABC Online, and some other relevant broadcast media output. The study 
follows on from earlier work on print media by Ginau and Papoutsaki, which found a 
negative bias evident in the stories printed, suggesting that coverage of PNG in the 
Australian press was inadequate and contributing towards negative images of that country in 
Australia.  This study has found that beyond the ABC’s regular and balanced coverage, there 
is very little mention of PNG on Australian airwaves. Nonetheless, it notes early indications 
of a shift in media attention due to the changing political climate, following the election of a 
new government last year in Australia. The paper concludes with some suggestions to 
improve the coverage of Australia’s former territory.
Introduction
The Pacific Islands seem to strangely inhabit, in the imagination of journalists, a land of 
‘paradise and nightmare and regularly focused “out there”’ (Aust-Pac News, 2008, p. 11). 
The disempowering images of the Pacific are persistent in the regional news media, 
propagated by the language of politics, diplomacy and security concerns painting the region 
as ‘an arc of instability’ and ‘failed states’ or its conception as a ‘hole in the Asia-Pacific 
doughnut’ (see Fry, 1997: 305; Papoutsaki and Sundar Harris, 2008:2). As Robie argues, 
these ‘simplistic notions and prejudices about the Asia-Pacific region pose challenges for 
journalists in Oceania attempting to report with depth, context and analytical skill’ (2008, 
p.2). 
Informed opinion in Papua New Guinea (PNG), along with other Pacific Islands, has been 
vocal about the inaccurately and inadequately portrayed representation by its bigger 
neighbour and main aid donor Australia, arguing that its ‘journalists are uninformed about 
the region, culturally insensitive, overbearing and showing little respect for the traditions or 
customs of the Pacific nations’ (Ginau and Papoutsaki, 2007, p. 127).  
2Dorney (1998, p 15), an ABC Pacific Islands correspondent, has argued in the past that the 
Australian media tends to pay scant attention to this former colony unless there is high 
drama, while the rest of the time it is the bizarre and tragic, especially violent crime 
involving expatriates that fill the limited agenda. Australian media tend to follow the pattern 
of media organizations in Western countries which use negative stereotypes to portray the 
developing world (O’Shaughnessy, 1999; Taylor & Willis, 1999). A number of scholars 
have argued that Australian media have been insensitive towards cultural characteristics of 
countries in the Asian Pacific region (Hurst, 1988, p 56) and that news organizations place 
journalists in other parts of the world, particularly in Asia and the Pacific, precisely to seek 
Australian perspectives (Knight, 1994; Ramanathan & Loo Giap Seng, 1993) that do not 
always fully represent the Pacific Islands reality.  
This paper, based on research that looks at the Australian broadcast media coverage of PNG, 
is the follow up of previous research by Ginau and Papoutsaki published in a previous issue 
of the Australian Journalism Review (2007). This earlier research, focused on Australian 
press coverage of PNG in 2004, found there was no diversity in that coverage. It indicated a 
negative bias evident in the stories printed, particularly in the language used, and also 
suggested that coverage of PNG in the Australian press was inadequate, contributing  
towards negative images of that country in Australia. The journalists seemed to write stories 
about PNG based on colonial times’ impressions, using exaggerated stereotypical portrayals 
of Papua New Guineans such as ‘tribal Papua New Guineans who had just evolved out of 
cannibalism’ (p.135). According to these findings, the Australian press tends to focus more 
on human interest stories about their own citizens abroad and on crime and politics along 
with prominent people. The findings also indicated poor or non-existent sources, indicating 
lack of accuracy and balance. 
Some researchers argue that the economic, social, political and geographical characteristics 
of a nation determine the amount and type of coverage one country receives in the press of 
another (Wu, 2003; Galtung & Ruge, 1965; Ostgaard, 1965). Both this research and the 
previous study reflect to a large extent the sensitive relationship between PNG and Australia, 
influenced by former colonial experiences, geopolitics and economic dependency that are 
often echoed in the media. Australia has consistently been PNG’s largest development 
3partner (Windybank & Manning, 2002) with AusAID providing more than A$14 billion as 
official development assistance since the country’s independence in 1975 (AusAID, 2003, p 
xi). This dependency has caused resentment on both sides, in terms of how this aid is used, 
especially under the Howard Government, which had an approach to the region of the hard 
‘Big Brother’ variety, focused on security with aid tied to the mantra of ‘good governance’’ 
(Aus-Pac News, 2008, p. 11). Although the relationship remains sensitive, there has been a 
noticeable shift signalled by changes in Australian regional politics. This research wanted to 
see if this shift in foreign policy might be having any impact on the media. The findings give 
some early indications of a shift in media attention due to the changing political climate, 
following the election of a new government last year in Australia. 
Methodology
The main hypothesis of this research was based on certain expectations supported by the 
previous investigation of coverage in the Australian press and on extended experience of the 
researchers’ part in following broadcast news. These suggested there would not be 
noticeably many items during the monitoring period and that the Australian media’s 
coverage of PNG would be mostly negative. The other hypothesis was based on the 
expectation that the newly-elected Australian government, declaring a more ‘activist’ 
approach to foreign policy generally, would create more news about the country in the 
coming months.  
The research, following on from the previous investigation, uses a similar method of content 
analysis of broadcast media reportage. A period of one month was decided on as a minimum 
time to gather sufficient data to identify trends in the coverage. The scope of the search was 
conditioned by the availability of resources, but a comprehensive range of outlets was 
checked, over a period of one month (March 3 to March 30, 2008). The researchers’ shared 
experiences of working in Australian media and PNG allowed them to have an insider’s view 
of the issues covered during the monitored period. 
The selection criteria
4The reports in all categories were evaluated according to three principal criteria of analysis 
adopted from Galtung & Ruge (1965:72), being mode, focus and source. Drawing on the 
previous research, it was proposed that informative general conclusions could be inferred 
from data that was managed according to these criteria.  
Mode was an assessment of whether a particular broadcast report would be ‘positive’ or 
‘negative’ in tone. The allocation of a ‘positive’ label would depend on whether the report 
took in positive notions such as a problem-solving approach being followed by persons 
involved in the story, or an account of co-operation, in its treatment of events in PNG. 
Another aspect would be to judge whether in a factual account, a positive impression might 
be created, e.g. with two Prime Ministers announcing joint government action on serious 
health problems. The allocation of a ‘negative’ label would depend on whether the report 
dwelt fixedly on such matters as unresolved problems (e.g. with street crime or corruption), 
ongoing conflict, or other material likely to give a bad impression of PNG. A ‘mixed’ 
outcome would be noted where both elements – ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ – were present. A 
fourth descriptor – called ‘neutral’ – was available for any cases where no impressions 
resulting from the report in question, positive or negative, could be imagined.  
For some of the data an attempt has been made to concentrate understanding of the content 
of reports, by identifying the presence in them of points of focus, drawn from the previous 
media coverage of PNG, such as:  PNG politics, Australian politics, the environment, 
economic or business concerns, cultural issues, or the Kokoda Trail. The method in this case 
has been to name the main aspect of content for any one report, but also to indicate, in 
juxtaposition, other content items found in it – as a cluster of content material around a 
particular subject.  
The source of a report reviewed in this analysis is taken to mean an individual, group or 
institution quoted in the report as a source of information or comment. The identified sources 
are compiled according to function, status or authority, in the expectation that this process 
would allow judgements to be made about where the news was coming from, and perhaps 
why it would come to be published for Australian audiences. A source working in a 
functional way might be a police officer giving information on a crime; a source primarily 
5identified through socio-economic status would be a member of a national political elite; an 
institutional source might be a spokesperson for an influential NGO, like Transparency 
International.  
The Monitoring Process
The monitoring was set up to take place before the announcement of the visit to PNG by the 
Australian Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd. The researchers obtained and reviewed recordings 
of the leading nightly national television news programs on Channel 7 (6 pm), Channel 9
(6pm) and SBS (6:30 pm). ABC Television News conducted a search and provided the 
researchers with a detailed contents list of reports in its national news for the period. The rest 
of the material used was drawn from the publicly available online archives of the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC). The latter exercise enabled the researchers to make a broad 
sweep of program material. Parts of the archive material for the Radio Australia program 
Asia Pacific, broadcast also on a national network, for technical reasons could not be 
retrieved; about 20 per cent of the content of this program over the period was included in 
the monitor.  
In other respects the survey had to be limited to keep it manageable. Specialised media fields 
such as educational programs or sports coverage could not be penetrated, and commercial 
radio was not included. While commercial radio is prolific there were no schedules where 
the appearance of PNG on the agenda could be predicted, and with the continuing use of 
short news bulletins, and an emphasis on Australian-generated items, it had to be assumed 
that in the space of only one month these would carry very few mentions of the country.          
In outline the monitor included the following: ABC Television programs  (news/national 
edition/Sydney; Australian Story, Foreign Correspondent, Four Corners, Lateline, 7:30 
Report); ABC Radio news and online (Just In, AM, PM, The World Today, Correspondents 
Report); Radio National (Australia Talks, Background Briefing, The Book Show, Breakfast, 
Counterpoint, Encounter, In Conversation, Late Night Live, The Law Report, The Media 
Report, The Religion Report, Saturday Extra); Commercial television programs (Channel 
Seven News, Channel Nine News); SBS World News, Other: in the period of this wide 
6ranging survey certain other television programs came to attention and were captured for 
transcription.  
Findings and analysis
The findings are organized around the selected media groups and analysed through the 
principal content analysis criteria of mode, focus and source.
Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) - Television News 
The results of an internal archive search identified five reports. In addition, a search of the 
public archive found one Lateline report and an edition of Foreign Correspondent dedicated 
to two current issues in PNG. Most of these news and current affairs reports, detailed in 
Table 1, were focused on aspects of the visit by the Australian Prime Minister. That coverage 
became a vehicle for mentioning current issues on the ongoing news agenda.  
Table 1: Positive/negative modes on ABC television 
Title Date Overall Connotations (positive/negative) 
News 6/3/08 Mixed Rudd visit to PNG, including landowner representatives on their 
grievance over Kokoda Trail mining; otherwise used just the two PMs, 
with ‘personality’ elements.   
News 7/3/08 Positive Rudd on development assistance for HIV/AIDS, involving some 
‘ordinary people’ in shot, not speaking; heavy attention to PM Rudd.
News 10/3/08 Neutral Progress towards settling Kokoda dispute; landowners’ spokesperson 
talks; review of background to issue.
Lateline 10/3/08 Mixed Short read of copy updating news on HIV/AIDS  aid to PNG; wholly 
Australian perspective.
News 16/3/08 Positive Somare 40th anniversary since becoming first PM; soft / ‘personality’ 
treatment reviewing history without pursuing ‘negatives’; ‘ordinary 
people’ present, as extras not interviewees.  
News 22/3/08 Positive Sustainable logging venture by local landowners; enterprise leader 
interviewed; reporter sketches background to conflict over logging 
generally, in neutral terms.   
The reports used political elites (Prime Ministers Somare and Rudd) as the main source. 
Local people formed mostly a backdrop to reportage outlining their interests in four reports, 
without their being interviewed.  NGOs or an academic on corruption or the environment 
appeared in three reports. Other reports were a supportive profile on Mr Somare, forty years 
after he first became Prime Minister, and a sympathetic treatment of a sustainable logging 
7venture launched at community level – with backgrounding on the controversy in PNG over 
forest logging by foreign businesses. The sources are summarised in Table 2. 
Table 2: Sources for the ABC television stories 
Groups of people PNG Australia Content 
Political Elite 1 2 Australian aid against HIV/AIDS,  politics and diplomatic 
relations, PNG politics; human interest
Community 2 1 Australian aid against HIV/AIDS; environment - logging; human 
interest  
Police 0 0
Business 
organisation
1 1 Environment – logging
Newspapers 0 0
Academics 1 0 Environment – logging
In terms of focus, the emphasis was mostly on PNG politics, AusAID, and environment with 
some overlapping focus on Humanitarian, HIV/AIDS, Human interest, Australian tourism, 
and Diplomatic relations.  
ABC Radio  
Radio current affairs, talks or documentaries were searched in the program archives 
published online by the ABC, including journalistic or interview programs. The search in the 
national current affairs programs AM and PM, Asia-Pacific, Late Night Live, and 
Correspondents Report resulted in nine items summarised in Table 3.  
Table 3: Positive/negative modes on ABC radio 
Title Date Overall Connotations (positive/negative) 
Late Night Live 3/3/08 Mixed Sympathetic treatment of a locally-based logging project interviewing its 
manager, sustainability vouched for by an academic and Aust. 
Conservation Foundation; recount of history of corruption in the industry.   
PM 4/3/08 Mixed Debate over the Kokoda Trail route, in  context of disputed development 
project; local historian and Australian company man speak; neutral report 
on an Australian agenda, including  calls for Aust. to get the area Heritage 
listed.
AM 6/3/08 Negative Corruption issue reviewed, quoting PNG Opposition and Transparency 
International; some backgrounding, though lacking government claims on 
anti-corruption moves.
PM 6/3/08 Positive Two PMs speak openly at start of Rudd  visit; lengthy overview of current 
8issues incl. joint concerns over climate change.
AM 7/3/08 Positive Bilateral friendship theme; Somare praises Australia over initiatives like 
Kyoto; endorsement by two conservationist interviewees.
PM 10/3/08 Positive Kokoda Trail section to reopen; Australian-interest story does involve 
some local level spokespersons.  
AM 25/3/08 Positive Australian-interest report on change to admit Pacific Islands workers, has 
farm peak body endorsing it; originating countries incl. PNG not named in 
this report.
Asia-Pacific 26/3/08 Mixed Two Chinas diplomatic recognition by PNG; report mainly suited to 
informed listeners; relied on ex-Aust. Foreign Minister interview. 
Correspondents 
Report
30/3/08 Positive Aust.ex-Foreign Minister supporting change to admit guest workers from 
Pacific incl. PNG mention; program format permits fairly thorough 
backgrounding of issue. 
For perspective on the volume of coverage; the two current affairs programs, which provided 
six stories (three each), broadcast respectively an average of eight to nine, and nine to eleven 
reports per edition - amounting to gross output of just over 360 items for the monitoring 
period (PNG therefore enjoying 2.5 per cent of items listed). Five of the nine reports in this 
sample were by the resident ABC correspondent Steve Marshall, of which four - two in AM
and two in PM - were about the Rudd visit. 
Once again the coverage for the month was built around the Australian Prime Minister’s 
visit, while keeping on separately with some established issues in the news, especially forest 
logging. These nine items on ABC radio were mostly sourced to members of political elites, 
especially the Prime Ministers of the two countries, though other sources together were a 
substantial element. Those were PNG business or community leaders working on sustainable 
logging projects, and spokespersons for NGOs, or academics, from both countries. The 
stories covered topics on building friendly government-to-government relations; Australian 
interest in resolving the dispute over access to the Kokoda Trail; development assistance to 
PNG especially for the HIV/AIDS campaign; and environmental issues, specifically climate 
change and impacts of logging - where official corruption was also mentioned. Interviews 
given by the Opposition MP, Alexander Downer, until recently the Australian Foreign 
Minister, were used in reports about work visas for Australia and about competition between 
China and Taiwan for diplomatic recognition by PNG.  
9The ten reports quoted the two Prime Ministers several times, as well as Opposition 
spokespersons from Australia (twice) and PNG (once). Other sources quoted were PNG 
business or community leaders on three occasions, academics from both countries (once 
each), and representatives of NGOs operating in both countries. The views or interests of 
private citizens in PNG figured substantially in these reports, being represented by the 
reporters or by the leadership sources listed above. Except for landholder representatives 
presumably very close to villagers, problems in the reporting situation, including language 
gaps and logistics, appear to always militate against directly canvassing ordinary citizens’ 
comments.  
The tone of coverage, defined here as ‘mode’, was mostly classed as ‘positive’, with 
emphasis on parties working together to reach agreement, e.g. Australian HIV/AIDS aid, 
settling the Kokoda dispute,  PNG’s approval of Australian environmental policies. While 
there were five such ‘positive’ reports, three were classed as ‘mixed’ and one ‘negative’ due 
to elements of conflict dealt with in the reports, or information about official corruption in 
PNG. Far from conveying a litany of negative impressions about life in PNG, this coverage 
over one month scarcely mentioned such long-running negative themes as the undeniably 
high incidence of violent crime; instead it portrayed acts of sympathetic understanding 
between PNG and Australia, and problem-solving approaches to issues on the news agenda.   
ABC Online News
The news stories on the ABC Online’s ‘Just In’ pages were monitored. That service includes 
the bulk of news content handled by the ABC, drawing on both agency and in-house sources, 
and very closely matches coverage in the schedule of ABC radio news bulletins. During this 
period, of 2597 stories only 15 stories were about PNG. Again, the Australian Prime 
Minister’s visit to PNG generated a number of stories about the country (seven in total). 
Similarly, the dispute over the future of the Kokoda Trail attracted coverage (three stories), 
while two stories had only a weak link to PNG (as Rudd made announcements about 
Australia’s commitment to the Pacific more broadly). Table 4 shows a selection of the modes 
evident in the ABC Online stories. 
Table 4: Positive/negative modes on ABC Online  
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Title Date Overall Headline Connotations (positive/negative) 
Disputed Kokoda Trail 
section not used by 
diggers: expert
4/3/08 Neutral Neutral Balanced story which presents all perspectives
Rudd Headed to PNG 6/3/08 Mixed Neutral Mostly neutral, but does mention that extra police are on 
standby
Call to Review Aid as 
Rudd Heads to PNG
6/3/08 Negative Negative Focus on corruption in PNG; Morauta’s comment that 
‘nothing really has eventuated’ from Australian aid; 
strained relations under Howard government; Moti affair
Rudd Greeted by Port 
Moresby Protests
6/3/08 Mixed Negative Negative comments from landowner regarding police 
behaviour; positive comments about ‘improved’ 
diplomatic relationship
Rudd, Somare sign-off 
on carbon partnership
6/3/08 Mixed Positive Most of story is from Rudd’s perspective; Rudd 
comments; Somare is not quoted; Information regarding 
deforestation in PNG; images of signing of agreement
Rudd congratulates 
long-serving Somare
13/3/08 Positive Positive Positive regarding bilateral relations; Somare’s life 
history; Rudd expresses congratulations
Outside the time of Rudd’s visit, the nation was lacking in prominence in the content 
available to users. It is noteworthy that the majority of the stories generated about PNG were 
attributed to the ABC’s correspondent, Steve Marshall, who is based in Port Moresby – 
signifying the strategic importance of having an Australian correspondent located in the 
country. The findings show that the stories provide a range of impressions about the country, 
suggesting reasonably even-handed reporting, evidently in line with the ABC’s charter to 
provide balanced, fair coverage. 
In terms of news sources, Australians dominated with numerous stories containing only one 
prominent source, the Australian Prime Minister. Politicians from within PNG were quoted 
in three stories as well as one Kokoda Trail landowner, NGOs and a business leader. 
Regarding the focus of the stories the emphasis was mostly on Australian/PNG politics, 
AusAID, the Kokoda Trail and environment, with some stories sharing a focus on diplomatic 
relations. The Kokoda Trail seems to be a constant focus, perhaps due to the historical 
significance to Australian audiences. 
Television News – Commercial channels and SBS
The commercial channels had significantly less coverage of PNG. Channel 7 broadcast only 
one story during this time. This story went to air 16 minutes into the 30 minute program on 
March 6, which was the first day of the Australian Prime Minister’s visit to the country. The 
11 
story focused heavily on Kevin Rudd and the new era of diplomatic relations between 
Australia and PNG. It had a positive feel, aiming to convey the commencement of friendly 
diplomatic relations. The former tensions between the two countries were mentioned but not 
explained. The images of Rudd and his counterpart Sir Michael Somare together were shown 
again during the closing credits of the news bulletin.  
Channel 9’s National Nine News broadcast two stories about PNG, both of which were aired 
during the same Prime Ministerial visit, on consecutive days. The first story depicted some 
positive images of PNG, but referred to relations under John Howard as having been 
‘frozen’. Sir Michael Somare was allowed a voice only briefly, when he commented on the 
State of Origin football series. The second story was more positive in its representation of 
PNG, although it was very much focused on the Australian Prime Minister, both as a tourist 
and also as a generous benefactor when he announced an increase in Australian aid to the 
nation. Table 5 shows the modes of the commercial television news stories. 
Table 5: Positive/negative modes on commercial television news 
Channel Date Overall Connotations (positive/negative)
Seven
News
6/3/08 Positive Visuals of Rudd and Somare together, signalling a positive new chapter 
in diplomatic relations
Nine 
News
6/3/08 Mixed Some positive images, but relations under Howard had been ‘frozen’; 
Somare’s only comment is about the footy
Nine 
News
7/3/08 Positive ‘Big Welcome’ for Rudd; ‘rapturous welcome’; footage of Asaro 
mudmen
SBS is the Special Broadcasting Service, which runs advertisements but is an autonomous, 
government-owned entity. Its principal role is ‘‘to provide multilingual and multicultural 
radio and television services that inform, educate and entertain all Australians, and, in doing 
so, reflect Australia’s multicultural society’’ (Special Broadcasting Service Act, 1991, s. 6) . 
It generally covers more international news stories in its evening news program than the two 
commercial television stations examined. Its evening news program, World News Australia,
is one hour long. There were two stories broadcast about PNG during the monitoring period, 
again during Kevin Rudd’s trip to the country. On the third consecutive day, PNG was 
mentioned by the correspondent travelling with the Prime Minister, as he flew from PNG to 
the neighbouring Solomon Islands. Table 6 shows the modes on  SBS television. 
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Table 6: Positive/negative modes on SBS television 
Title Date Overall Connotations (positive/negative)
News 6/3/08 Mixed Tensions under Howard explained. This is a new beginning, but tensions 
remain regarding the Kokoda Trail.
News 7/3/08 Positive ‘Rockstar Treatment’ for Rudd; ‘respect and renewal are this visit’s 
themes’; ‘ties significantly improved’.
Global 
Village
27/3/08 Positive Traditional culture depicted as valuable and important. Under threat from 
external influences, such as mining.
The common thread binding all of the television news stories broadcast on these three 
television stations during March 2008 was the Prime Minister’s visit to the country. During 
these stories, there were some brief references to key social issues or news issues in the 
country, but primarily the images and words focused on Kevin Rudd himself, and his 
experiences on his two-day visit to the country. The pieces allowed some of the new Prime 
Minister’s character to come through, for example when he was shown selecting a gift from 
a local market for his wife. The feeling of the coverage is captured well by the SBS news 
headline: ‘A rockstar welcome for Kevin Rudd in PNG’, shown with groups of screaming 
locals, waving Australian flags and mobbing the politician as though he were a celebrity. 
Other Television Programming
Apart from news broadcasts, there were several other noteworthy programs or program 
segments that dealt with Papua New Guinean issues. SBS Television focused on PNG for one 
episode of its Global Village program. The episode conveyed a positive image of Papua New 
Guinean people and their beliefs, although the title, ‘PNG: Devil’s Land’ gives a different 
impression. The episode focused on Huli tribesmen in a remote part of the Highlands region 
with long, unedited, slow-moving sequences of village life, with only the occasional 
narration and no interviews. The premise of the episode is that foreign mining companies are 
threatening the way of life of the Huli people.  
On ABC television, PNG featured in Landline, Lateline Business, Foreign Correspondent,
Behind the News, and Compass. Landline broadcast an environmental story about an eco-
forestry initiative in Western Province of PNG, which is the joint effort of a local NGO, 
Greenpeace, and a local community. The edited package is a very positive one, with an 
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optimistic tone. The dominant voice in the piece is a local landowner, and the other people 
who speak are foreigners, such as Greenpeace employees and a timber merchant. 
Lateline Business ran two stories on consecutive nights. Both were about mining companies 
in the country. The first left a positive impression, explaining that Oil Search contributes 13 
per cent of PNG’s GNP. The second story conveyed a mixed message, stating that it is risky 
for Lihir to be operating solely in PNG, while at the same time giving an upbeat estimation 
of the company’s profits.  
The Foreign Correspondent program, on March 4, featured two packages prepared by 
correspondent Steve Marshall. The first one was emotive; using strong language to depict the 
difficult situation of many of PNG’s children, with phrases such as ‘PNG is letting its 
children down’, and PNG is ‘a country slowly unravelling’. The story focuses on the high 
infant mortality rate and the bodies of babies left behind in hospital morgues. The second 
story is more positive, explaining the controversy surrounding the proposal to establish a 
mine near the Kokoda Trail. The story opens with images of a local village, while conveying 
the perspective of these landowners. It then moves on to an historian, before returning to the 
spokesperson for the locals late in the story.  
Behind the News is a current affairs program prepared by ABC television for children. It is 
often used in the classroom as a teaching aid. The story aired on Behind the News in March 
used as its basis Marshall’s Foreign Correspondent package about the controversy 
surrounding the future of the Kokoda Trail. It is a fairly neutral story which explains clearly 
the various viewpoints involved in this issue. Unlike the Foreign Correspondent story, this 
piece includes a significant amount of footage from World War Two, so that the young 
viewers can understand the historical significance of the trail. It also includes the voices of 
two Australian trekkers, a perspective which was not included in Marshall’s longer piece. 
The Compass program aired a documentary by film-maker Verena Thomas. This film is a 
personal exploration of the film-maker’s great-grand uncle’s life, as he was one of the 
earliest missionaries in the country’s Highlands region. Overall, the film conveys a positive 
impression of the country, its people and its cultures. As the film-maker wrestles with her 
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mixed feelings about the influence of missionaries in PNG, she comes to understand the deep 
connection her relative created with the local people. The viewer is left feeling enriched at 
the film’s conclusion.  
Evaluation of Australian broadcast media coverage of PNG
In comparison to the previous research by Ginau and Papoutsaki (2007), there is a noticeable 
difference in the tone of the news. The crime-dominated stories and strong negative 
language, laden in stereotypes, used in the Australian press in 2004 was not so evident in this 
case. A shift to a more mixed coverage though might be temporary, simply reflecting the 
newness of Australia’s more positive regional foreign policy. The findings from this research 
validated to a certain extent the second hypothesis which foresaw an increase in news 
coverage due to Australia’s new regional policy. The visit of Australia’s new Prime Minister 
to PNG did produce a ‘spike’ of activity with more reports than otherwise would have been 
broadcast on PNG matters. One would need to question what kind of news PNG would have 
made if it was not for Rudd’s visit to PNG and once the ‘honeymoon’ period of the newly 
elected PM was over. However, one could argue safely in this case that geopolitics has an 
impact on media coverage and that shifts in foreign policy are reflected in media agendas. 
The observations, in terms of television news seem to indicate that coverage of PNG is more 
likely to occur on Australian television news broadcasts if a direct link to Australia is 
evident. Although, overall, the stories conveyed a more positive image of PNG and in 
particular the enhanced diplomatic relations between Australia and PNG, all of the stories 
were aired during Kevin Rudd’s visit to the country and featured many images of him. His 
voice was heard, while there were very few chances for local voices to be heard. Sources 
were dominated by political elites and were mostly Australian focused. The focus on the 
Kokoda Trail shows once again that news is driven by what is familiar to the home audience.  
However, it is the ABC’s coverage that stands out in comparison to the other media. The 
overall findings indicated that the ABC coverage is a significant element in services from or 
about PNG. Most of the monitored stories came from the ABC and its presence makes for 
potentially a significant difference from the situation with print media coverage. That is 
because it is required to take account of a broad range of concerns and is not driven by 
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commercial considerations – such as mass audience demand or lack of demand for news and 
information about PNG. The Act of Parliament regulating the ABC requires it to provide 
‘innovative and comprehensive broadcasting services of a high standard’. It further requires 
that the Corporation take account of ‘broadcasting services provided by the commercial and 
public sectors of the Australian broadcasting system’, and that it should offer a ‘balance 
between broadcasting programs of wide appeal and specialised broadcasting programs’ 
(ABC Act 1983, s6).  By convention these stipulations have always led the ABC to invest in 
services that might not be profitable if commercialised but which apply to the national 
interest, are important in other ways and are of interest to specific sectors of the audience 
(see Inglis, 2006). 
On such a premise at least, the ABC makes a commitment to covering PNG. It recognises the 
PNG story as important in many ways and will seek to fill any gaps in general coverage from 
print and other commercial media.  Its principal measure is the stationing of a full-time 
Overseas Correspondent in Port Moresby, currently Steve Marshall, which can be an 
important resource when major developments are taking place. However, one needs to ask if 
this makes a substantial difference in terms of coverage. Looked at as a distinct section, ABC
radio and television can be seen to provide a regular service of news and information dealing 
with happenings and issues in PNG, though quantity is modest in terms of numbers of 
reports or programs, or the percentage of overall broadcast time. There may be arguments 
about quality, for instance to say that short but well targeted reports will keep a useful record 
on whatever is most important. At the same time quality issues will take in such matters as 
whether the coverage is comprehensive and will operate at different levels, e.g. to give a 
picture of local issues and local life, or include ‘ordinary people’ in the reportage. 
In the present review, while the service was obviously bolstered by the visit of the new 
Australian Prime Minister early in March, the ABC did broadcast a radio or television report, 
or interview on PNG matters, on average one day out of two. Some general observations can 
be made about this ABC coverage during the month: It mostly consisted of headline news or 
current affairs stories, or interviews with persons in elite or leadership positions talking about 
major current issues – like the disputes over logging of forests. Often enough people in 
leadership positions functioned as effective spokespersons for PNG interests and points of 
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view, e.g. government leaders or representatives of NGOs; but there was little direct 
representation of ordinary people’s engagement or views. The coverage mainly got to the 
‘bedrock’ element of overseas coverage, being matters directly related to the home country, 
like the Australian Prime Minister announcing additional funding for dealing with 
HIV/AIDS, or helping to settle an agreement about keeping part of the wartime Kokoda Trail 
open to Australian hikers. The ABC may do more than other Australian media but its 
resources for PNG coverage are limited and its responsibility does not run to providing 
education about the country; two factors that limit the range of coverage. 
Apart from the ABC’s contribution to the general monitor on broadcasting during March, 
some additional observations can be drawn from the comprehensive program archives it 
makes available on the Internet. The ABC reports on regional issues and developments in 
countries close to PNG, which helps sustain a general picture. For instance reports excluded 
from the monitor for this article include a set of items on radio and television about the 
Solomon Islands, such as news of a decision to extend the Australian troop presence there, or 
a preview of the visit by Mr Rudd after his PNG tour, and also a promotional insert 
foreshadowing a Foreign Correspondent television report on HIV/AIDS in neighbouring 
West Papua. An indication of attention to PNG as a subject over an extended period of time 
is provided by the archive index of programs, for instance that of the weekly Foreign 
Correspondent, which produces approximately 100 reports annually, and at 30.3.08 listed 61 
in its ‘Pacific’ category for the twelve years 1996 to the present, of which 22 were about 
PNG – on average two a year. The ABC transmits a large volume of material about PNG 
through its external service, Radio Australia, so that, while representation of the country may 
be modest at home, the Australian service plays a substantial role in telling about it more 
widely. As an example, over two days in March the current affairs program Pacific Beat, not 
heard on air within Australia, had four PNG reports: about the Oil Search company declaring 
a new priority for advancing its major LNG project (19.3.08); claims the PNG armed forces 
were under-equipped for service overseas (19.3.08); evidence of poor children resorting to 
prostitution (18.3.08), and the PNG Prime Minister foreshadowing his retirement (18.3.08). 
To give this research data some context, and to compare these findings to the media coverage 
of other nearby countries, a search was made using Informit’s TV News database. The search 
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was run on April 11 2008. It asked for every record in the database (which covers material 
broadcast by Australian television stations only) since it was established in mid 2007. In that 
time period, there were 35 results generated for PNG. Neighbouring Indonesia had 101 
results, and East Timor had 144 results. This seems to validate the researchers’ impression 
that PNG is under-represented in the Australian broadcast media. It was found that there 
were only 20 results for the Solomon Islands in the same database search, which might 
indicate a wider under-representation of the Pacific Islands region. Cottle and Rai (2007) 
provide some backing and explanation for the finding that PNG as a subject is neglected by 
Australian commercial media, by comparison with public sector broadcasting -  the ABC in 
particular showing more persistence and attempting to give background to its reports.  Their 
research on Australian TV news found that the more ‘depth’ frames were relatively 
infrequent across all broadcasters, public and commercial. “The most commonly used 
communicative frame, as might have been anticipated on grounds of political economy as 
well as journalist convention, is the reporting frame, delivering ‘thin’ updates and 
information (60.6 per cent)” (p.52). They however indicated that there are significant 
differences across the networks with public service broadcasters - ABC and SBS - using this 
frame proportionally less frequently (37–38 per cent) than the commercial networks - 
Channels Seven, Nine and Ten - (60–76 per cent) (ibid). 
Conclusions
Summing up the main findings of this monitoring project, one could say that the programs 
aired on Australian television, aside from news programs, during the monitoring period, 
conveyed a mixed selection of material for the viewer. There were some negative stories, but 
there were also a number of hopeful and optimistic messages conveyed. It is noteworthy that 
the majority of the programs or program segments that were set in or related to PNG were 
produced by and broadcast by the ABC, an observation that highlights the importance of the 
broadcaster and its charter.  
Taking the above into consideration, some recommendations can be made for a better 
coverage of PNG and other Pacific Islands by Australian media. The findings of this research 
highlight the value of the ABC as a source of information and knowledge for the Australian 
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people. Without it, there would be very little coverage of PNG in the Australian media, and 
this contributes to arguments for continued support for the ABC.  In particular, it seems 
important for the ABC at least to maintain its Overseas Correspondent position in PNG, 
hopefully as a stimulus to other Australian news providers to offer direct coverage on the 
ground. It is noteworthy that Steve Marshall’s presence in the country generates coverage 
across various platforms, each story likely to run across the whole ABC. For example, his 
online story about the Kokoda Trail dispute on 4.3.08, promoted a longer piece on ABC TV
that night. This was the lengthy Foreign Correspondent story on the Kokoda Trail dispute 
which was then re-worked into a shorter edited package for Behind the News, with an 
entirely different audience (children).  
There is a need for government policy, to address the lack of coverage of PNG in the 
Australian media. Australian funding might go to the establishment of a national news 
agency for the country, or perhaps increased ABC activity. Broadcasting domestically more 
Radio Australia programs could also be one way to make more information available to 
Australian audiences. ‘Pacific Beat’ might be a suitable program for re-broadcast on outlets 
like Radio National and/or News Radio. Founding of an independent, publicly funded news 
agency in PNG should enhance the amount of material available to media organisations in 
Australia and further afield. The service would provide affordable material, perhaps through 
an online portal.  Finally, it would be useful, as the previous research also suggested, to 
conduct an Australian media audience survey to see how much impact the Australian media 
has in regards to general perceptions of PNG.  
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